Inflammation and Erythropoiesis-Stimulating Agent Hyporesponsiveness: A Critical Connection
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In this issue of *Kidney Medicine*, Karaboyas et al\(^1\) report on an interesting study that attempts to solidify the link- age between inflammation and erythropoiesis-stimulating agent (ESA) hyporesponsiveness in patients undergoing hemodialysis. This subject is important and deserves closer scrutiny. In this editorial, we explore this relationship and review how both inflammation and ESA hyporesponsiveness connect to adverse outcomes among patients undergoing hemodialysis. As reviewed, the subject is currently understood as a group of intertwined relationships that may ultimately increase patients’ risk for death.

Central to this subject is the clinical syndrome of ESA resistance or hyporesponsiveness. Though it has been defined in different numeric ways, we oversimplify by describing it as difficulty reaching hemoglobin targets despite treatment with higher ESA doses. It is a state that might be transient or chronic and could range from mild to severe on a spectrum. The development of ESA hyporesponsiveness may not be noticed by the nephrologist because in most dialysis facilities, ESA dose adjustments are managed by nurses using protocols supported by computerized dosing suggestions. This is an efficient process but it tends to distance the nephrologist from anemia management and may cause ESA hyporesponsiveness to go unrecognized.

There are 3 reasons why ESA hyporesponsiveness may be clinically relevant. The first is obvious, that inability to achieve target hemoglobin levels may result in unresolved symptoms such as fatigue. Second, the cause of ESA hyporesponsiveness (such as severe hyperparathyroidism, iron deficiency, or occult gastrointestinal blood loss) may require further intervention and/or treatment. Third, ESA hyporesponsiveness is strongly associated with increased risk for mortality.\(^2\)

The cause of this mortality relationship is not clear. It may simply be that ESA hyporesponsiveness is identifying sicker patients, those with comorbid conditions or other disease processes that would cause an increased risk for death. Alternatively, ESA hyporesponsiveness may contribute as a causal factor for increased mortality risk by resulting in the need for higher ESA doses. There has been a clearly demonstrated association between higher ESA doses and increased risk for mortality. Zhang et al\(^1\) used US Renal Data System data to establish that higher ESA doses, independent of hemoglobin level, were associated with increased risk for death.

Szczesny et al\(^1\) performed a reanalysis of the Correction of Hemoglobin and Outcomes in Renal Insufficiency (CHOIR) trial. This trial found that patients with non-dialysis-dependent chronic kidney disease randomly assigned to a higher compared with a lower hemoglobin target during epoetin alfa treatment experienced increased risk for death, myocardial infarction, congestive heart failure, or stroke. In their post hoc analysis, it was epoetin alfa dose, not hemoglobin level, that correlated best with increased risk for adverse outcomes.\(^3\)

Similarly, Solomon et al\(^5\) reanalyzed the Trial to Reduce Cardiovascular Events With Aranesp Therapy (TREAT), which had found increased stroke risk in patients with type 2 diabetes and chronic kidney disease treated with darbepoetin to a target hemoglobin level of 13 g/dL compared with placebo. They found that patients with ESA hyporesponsiveness had higher rates of a composite cardiovascular end point or death.\(^5\)

Taken together, these studies clearly link higher ESA dose and risk for cardiovascular events and death. Whether this relationship is causal is controversial and would be difficult to elucidate. Nonetheless, it can be seen that ESA hyporesponsiveness and resulting higher ESA doses are at least associated with adverse outcomes. Accordingly, a conservative approach to anemia management is warranted. The US Food and Drug Administration recommends that the lowest possible ESA doses necessary to avoid transfusions should be used.

The next set of relationships that we examine are those between inflammation and ESA hyporesponsiveness and between inflammation and mortality risk. Inflammation is frequently present in patients receiving maintenance hemodialysis. Various markers of systemic inflammation, including C-reactive protein (CRP), interleukin 1 (IL-1) receptor antagonist, IL-1β, and IL-6 levels, have been shown to be increased long-term in patients receiving maintenance dialysis.\(^6\) In patients with infections or smoldering wounds, the cause of inflammation is straightforward. However, in most other patients receiving hemodialysis, it is unclear why inflammation is present.

Central to the purpose of the study by Karaboyas et al\(^1\) is clarifying whether inflammation causes ESA hyporesponsiveness. As the authors note in their introduction section, the relationship has already been reported in previous cross-sectional or longitudinal observational studies. To their credit, the investigators use a clever methodology in the current study to more firmly establish the association. They began by specifically identifying patients with normal CRP levels for 3 months from among 12,389 hemodialysis patients in the Dialysis Outcomes and
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undergoing hemodialysis. This subject is currently understood as a group of intertwined relationships that may ultimately increase patients’ risk for death.

There are 3 reasons why ESA hyporesponsiveness may be clinically relevant. The first is obvious, that inability to achieve target hemoglobin levels may result in unresolved symptoms such as fatigue. Second, the cause of ESA hyporesponsiveness (such as severe hyperparathyroidism, iron deficiency, or occult gastrointestinal blood loss) may require further intervention and/or treatment. Third, ESA hyporesponsiveness is strongly associated with increased risk for mortality.\(^2\)

The cause of this mortality relationship is not clear. It may simply be that ESA hyporesponsiveness is identifying sicker patients, those with comorbid conditions or other disease processes that would cause an increased risk for death. Alternatively, ESA hyporesponsiveness may contribute as a causal factor for increased mortality risk by resulting in the need for higher ESA doses. There has been a clearly demonstrated association between higher ESA doses and increased risk for mortality. Zhang et al\(^1\) used US Renal Data System data to establish that higher ESA doses, independent of hemoglobin level, were associated with increased risk for death.
Figure 1. Factors related to anemia that have been related to adverse outcomes. Most of these relationships are demonstrated associations but without proof of causality (represented by dashed lines with arrows). Solid lines are used to display causal relationships, anemia and erythropoiesis-stimulating agent (ESA) hyporesponsiveness, and higher ESA doses.

Practice Patterns Study (DOPPS) from 2009 to 2018. In this way they selected patients who probably were free of clinically meaningful inflammation. From this group they identified 3,568 new episodes of inflammation, which they reasonably defined as the new onset of CRP level > 10 mg/L. Thus, this was a novel study cohort composed of patients who were initially stable but subsequently developed inflammation. By assessing the corresponding change in ESA responsiveness, the investigators were able to evaluate the effect of the development of inflammation on anemia and ESA responsiveness. The authors found that after the increase in CRP levels, hemoglobin levels declined rapidly and ESA dose requirements increased. These results clearly add to the previous literature and strengthen the observation of a relationship between inflammation and ESA hyporesponsiveness.

The relationship between inflammation and mortality risk among patients treated with hemodialysis has previously been reported. Elevated CRP, IL-6, IL-1, and tumor necrosis factor α levels have been found to independently predict all-cause mortality in patients receiving hemodialysis. The association between inflammation and increased mortality risk among hemodialysis patients could be mediated by an underlying disease process. For example, cardiovascular disease causes both inflammation and increased risk for death; the finding of increased levels of inflammatory biomarkers may simply reflect the underlying disease state. Alternatively, inflammation by itself could be harmful and might directly increase mortality risk. Furthermore, inflammation, by increasing ESA hyporesponsiveness as discussed in the preceding paragraph, could contribute to increased risk for mortality by leading to a requirement for higher ESA doses.

Among the relationships that might be important in improving patient outcomes, we have seen that inflammation, ESA hyporesponsiveness, and higher ESA doses are associated with increased mortality. The intertwining of these associations (Fig 1) and the fact that none are definitively causal creates interesting questions for the development of agents aiming to reduce the excessive mortality risk of hemodialysis patients. Possible targets could be any of the direct inflammatory mediators such as IL-6 or tumor necrosis factor α.

A related target could be hepcidin or pathways that it affects. Hepcidin is a protein that has been identified as the master regulator of iron homeostasis. Beyond regulating iron stores, hepcidin also plays an important role in infection and inflammation. In these states, hepcidin levels increase and iron is blocked from entering the circulation. This is what causes anemia of infection and inflammation. Microorganisms often have a great need for iron as a growth factor. Teleologically it would appear that the body is responding to the threat of infection in its release of hepcidin. When a patient is infected, this positive adaptive response may enhance survival by limiting the microorganism’s access to iron. In contrast, with inflammation not caused by anemia, as is often the case in hemodialysis patients, increased hepcidin levels and the resulting iron restriction may be maladaptive, causing an unnecessary worsening of anemia. Drugs that block the hepcidin effect could increase iron availability and reduce ESA hyporesponsiveness. Hypoxia inducible factor-prolyl hydroxylase drugs are currently in development. They cause endogenous erythropoietin release and improved iron availability, while indirectly reducing hepcidin levels. Because they cause much lower increases in serum erythropoietin levels than ESAs, the possible toxicity of the latter agents might be avoided. At the time of this writing, the full spectrum of efficacy and safety of these drugs from phase 3 studies has not been published.

Irrespective of the target of drug development, a second question is the outcome measures following intervention. An inhibitor of the maladaptive inflammation present in hemodialysis patients could be studied as a way to improve hemoglobin levels or reduce ESA dose requirements, and those would be worthy outcomes. Alternatively, because the ultimate goal is to improve outcomes and the pathways that we have discussed converge at reduced mortality risk, it might be that a formal cardiovascular outcomes trial would be justified. Like most design questions, there is a major tradeoff between relevant outcome measures and the practicality and risk built into a study. This is no clear correct answer, but the potential for improved treatment and outcomes is exciting. Karaboyas et al have firmed the relationship between inflammation and anemia treatment through ESA response. It is now time for interventional studies.
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